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Europe leads the way to
high performance computing
The ITEA ParMA project brought together European computer specialists to enable the development
of an integrated set of programming methods required to harness the power of the latest multicore
processor architectures essential for European research and industrial production.
The EUREKA ITEA 2 software Cluster
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www.eurekanetwork.org
EUREKA is one of the leading platforms for R&D-performing entrepreneurs in Europe. Founded in 1985, EUREKA now unites 39 member
countries. Together, they promote international, market-oriented research and innovation through the support they offer to enterprises,
universities and research institutes. Results stemming from EUREKA projects are everywhere: gsm mobile phone technology; navigation
systems; smartcards to support mobile and electronic commerce; film special effects software for cinema; state-of-the-art medical
devices and technologies to monitor and limit environmental pollution.

